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In recent years, the BMW 7-series has evolved from sports sedan to plush luxobarge, and the
model follows suit. Its soft suspension, quiet cabin, and pampering luxury features make it an
appealing limo for affluent buyers, most of whom won't mind if their chauffer isn't particularly
entertained by the car's almost lifeless helm. A host of powertrain options is offered, ranging
from the hp inline-six to a fire-breathing twin-turbo V But no matter which mill is underhood the
7-series remains a calm, collected cruiser that won't break a sweat on long road trips and will
leave you feeling refreshed and relaxed when you reach your destination. Little differentiates
the and 7-series models. Heated front seats, heated front armrests, a heated steering wheel, a
built-in dash cam, and remote start are all standard features now, but the in-dash CD player has
been discontinued. Heated rear seats are also now a standalone option. The lead-footed among
us may disagree, but the base powertrainâ€”a turbocharged inline-sixâ€”in the i is perfectly
suitable for this car's relaxed nature. It still provides plenty of gumption when you need it, but
otherwise it's quiet and smooth, so it's the one we'd recommend. Plus, its lower starting price
frees up your money to go toward some luxury interior features. We'd splurge on the Driving
Assistance Professional packageâ€”a semi-autonomous driving mode that is particularly useful
in traffic jamsâ€”so we can relax and let the car do some of the work. Engines and
transmissions are at the top of the short list of highlights here. Every single one, from the i's hp
turbocharged inline-six to the Mi's insane hp twin-turbo V , is velvety smooth and feels more
muscular than its official horsepower figures indicate. Even the e plug-in's combination of a
turbocharged six-cylinder engine and an electric motor is powerful and manages to drive with a
natural feel that's absent from most hybrids. Every 7-series shares some variation of the same
slick-shifting eight-speed automatic transmission; all-wheel drive xDrive in BMW marketing
speak is optional on the i and standard on the rest of the lineup. No matter which of the car's
drive modes you select, the suspension is pillowy soft and body control is in short supply. The
7-series has adequate cornering grip, but the suspension's moves in generalâ€”and the numb,
light steering in particularâ€”discourage their exploration. If not for the thirsty cylinder Mi, the
7-series lineup overall would have an impressive set of EPA fuel-economy ratings. The
six-cylinder i and i both returned better-than-average fuel economy on our mile real-world
highway fuel-economy test route at 30 and 29 mpg, respectively. The e plug-in hybrid model
uses a The pack can be recharged using volt, volt, or DC fast-charging systems, the latter two of
which are the recommended ways to add juice quickly. For decades, BMW's interior aesthetic
has been serious and businesslike. That was acceptable when its cars were more about the
serious business of driving. Lacking that ethos, the latest 7-series affords occupants the
bandwidth to notice build quality, materials, and design that are merely average for this rich
class. Sure, it's spacious, but so is every limousine in this class. Its cubic-foot trunk is at least
two cubic feet larger than the trunks of those sedans, but the reality of packing it with
real-world-size carry-on bags reveals a different outcome. We could only fit three of our
carry-on suitcases inside the trunk of our i test vehicle, whereas the others held twice as many.
BMW's iDrive infotainment system has long since moved beyond its early teething problems to
become a straightforward, attractive interface. The latest version, dubbed iDrive 7. Every
7-series offers two USB ports for front-seat passengers and four volt plugs scattered
throughout. Bluetooth is standard, and a Samsung tablet with a dock between the rear seats is
optional, giving passengers remote access to some infotainment features. Apple CarPlay is
standard; curiously, Android Auto isn't available. The latest driver-assistance features are
available or standard on every 7-series, from blind-spot monitoring to semi-autonomous
self-steering highway cruise control. Key safety features include:. BMW's three-year or 36,mile
complimentary scheduled maintenance planâ€”included on every 7-seriesâ€”lags behind some
competitors. Jaguar offers five years or 60, miles of complimentary maintenance with the
purchase of a new XJ sedan, and Black Label models of Lincoln's Continental come with four
years or 50, miles of service. More Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword
s to search. View Photos. Drew Dorian. More on the BMW 7-series. The Car and Driver
Difference. Expand Collapse. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From BMW. For
the 26th and final time I find myself on the forecourt pumping diesel into our BMW 7-series , and
trying to figure out if this is an emotional goodbye. A conundrum, however, it remains. BMW
can do big saloons with its eyes shut, but its eyes are never shut. Every corporate, engineering,
technology and design sinew is strained to full tolerance each time it brings a new 7-series to
market. Six years later the same can be said again, word-for-word, of this plate G11 generation.
As far as the ultimate driving machine is concerned, there has been no mission creep. And, with
apologies to geekdom, quite a lot of the new stuff is window dressing. Previously At this rate of
progress the d will top mpg on paper, obviously â€” we actually averaged The bigger question
is this: is there a place for a massive, premium three-box saloon in , beyond its traditional
purposes of VIP-shuffler, tech showcaser and halo-adorned range-topper? What will it cost in ?

All the cautions and caveats mentioned above are made in the name of due care, fashioned to
satisfy the latest EU directive mandating sensibleness every time excess is mentioned. I would
buy a 7-series today if I could afford it, no question. At the swanky end of our fleet are two ideas
of luxury. Has lux SUV usurped lux saloon? We argue it. Mine were all essentials like night
vision and seat ventilation. So, Tim, in whose car is the real luxury deal? Buyers gave up
picking cars by traditional shape or segment years ago. This pair make a fascinating case study
of modern luxury. Yours is all German techno clever-clogs, the Volvo a more chilled-out kind of
Swedish modernism. The Volvo is a people-packaging masterclass. And I get eight types of
massage thrown in. GF: â€¦a driving position no chauffeur would entertain. But if it feels a bit
van-like, the pay-off is the freight capacity of said van, plus the ability to ford streams or escape
summer festival car park mud. The 7 struggles even to get off my drive on an icy morning. I can
play with my gadgets while waiting for a tow, though. Gesture control is fun to show the kids,
but you can also use steering wheel buttons and a physical volume control to change the
stereo. Is this progress? Without it the 7 not only has tighter body control but also rides better.
TP: Ouch! But, actually, I agree. GF: At which point I reveal that I actually agree with you. TP: Go
on then. Sum up my car in a tweet. Read more about our long-term Volvo XC90 here. Do they
compare? You decide. Both have four seats both are tight in the back and both use carbonfibre
and aluminium. Hard to credit, when you fling it ill-advisedly at a tightening corner, that the back
wheels currently defying physics in applying lb ft of torque to the road are so far away. The
throttle is so sweet I expect it to bring me an apple at the end of term. Modulating it is like
dancing with Darcy Bussell, a masterclass in effortless weight shifting and tremendous sweep,
and its relationship with the well-judged electric steering is for life. Only Porsche gets close to
such perfectly synergised control systems. It all hooks up beautifully. Analogue satisfaction in a
digital age. The common denominator seems to be that in both cases one in a multi-storey, one
in my driveway I passed close to a post. At least, not yet. Tap the screen? Turn the iDrive dial?
Use the dial-top touchpad? Try voice control? Use the wheel-mounted controller? Turn the
analogue knob? Being in the driving seat is simply delicious, but difficult information is filtering
through from occupants of the other three chairs. This is a big saloon, right â€” an almost limo?
So how come my 5ft 4in wife struggles for knee room in the front? A conventional three-box
saloon, it swaggers into the SUV party like Antonio Fargas at the GQ awards, wildly out of
fashion but holding the room on sheer force of personality. But in its pocket the 7-series carries
an array of technology so staggering it not only shames many would-be trendsetting rivals, it
also threatens to shade the mantra on which Munich built its reputation: ultimate driving
machine. Spending another thousand on something as old-school as wheels â€” 20in
double-spoke alloys â€” seemed almost dirty in comparison. The Seven uses
carbonfibre-reinforced polymer bonded to a structure made of both steel and aluminium â€” the
latter accounting for the doors, bootlid, and much of the suspension, which in turn does
wonders for ride quality. You can select your preferred setting â€” Comfort Plus is up there with
cousin Rolls-Royce â€” but in Adaptive mode the car takes readings from your driving style, the
onboard cameras and the sat-nav to constantly tweak the settings. Of course, the tech
headlines are never grabbed by oily or structural matters. Waft a finger or two in the desired
pattern and a 3D sensor in the rear-view mirror assembly recognises it and acts on it, turning
the volume down, for instance, or rejecting an incoming call. No mention of that in the manual.
By CAR's road test team. Back to BMW. More info on BMW 7-Series. By CAR's road test team
Our reviewers: fresh perspectives for inquisitive minds. After undergoing a significant update in
that included tweaked exterior styling, a refreshed engine lineup and more in-car tech, the BMW
7 Series continues into essentially unchanged. We're fine with that, as last year's updates
helped the 7 Series maintain its second-place Edmunds ranking among large luxury sedans.
The 7 Series is loaded with all the latest tech BMW has to offer and is impressively spacious
and comfortable. Of course, there are alternatives. Each one represents the best these
automakers have to offer, from the latest driver aids and in-car tech to powerful yet fuel-efficient
engines. We think the sixth-generation 7 Series is just about the best around and well worth
consideration if you're in the market for a big, comfortable and tech-laden sedan. The major
difference between the trims comes down to the powertrain, though some features and options
further separate the trims. The i xDrive is the same but with all-wheel drive. Standard feature
highlights for both models include:. It pairs a turbocharged 3. It also improves fuel economy
and can do an estimated 16 miles of all-electric driving. Features mirror those on the i xDrive,
including all-wheel drive, although the e xDrive iPerformance has unique interior accents.
All-wheel drive is standard. It has everything on the i plus:. Mi xDrive The Mi xDrive is the
range-topping model. It's powered by a turbocharged 6. As with other xDrive models, all-wheel
drive is standard. The Mi xDrive is loaded with features, including:. Optional Packages The 7
Series is available with a number of option packages that bundle additional features together.

Write a review. See all 1 reviews. The Mercedes-Benz S-Class has been the benchmark for the
large luxury sedan segment for decades. It's loaded with Mercedes' latest and greatest tech and
driver aids, though what's available in the BMW is generally comparable. It offers nearly
identical passenger and cargo space as the 7 Series, though you should expect to pay slightly
more for the Benz. We rate the S-Class slightly higher than the 7 Series, but it's hard to go
wrong with either car. The Audi A8 was recently redesigned, helping it look and feel a little more
fresh than the 7 Series. We like the Audi's comfortable, handsome and well-crafted interior as
well as its surprisingly engaging handling, though we feel the ride quality is a bit too soft at high
speeds and too bumpy around town. It also lacks the 7 Series' available engine lineup and falls
short of the BMW in interior and cargo space. It should come as no surprise that the Panamera
is easily the best-driving vehicle in its segment. It's available with a wide array of engines,
including a twin-turbocharged V8 plug-in hybrid model. It's not as spacious inside as the 7
Series, but the standard hatchback and available wagon variant mean there's a huge amount of
cargo space. The Panamera lacks some of the 7 Series standard features, and options can
quickly send the price much higher than the BMW. Consumer ratings and reviews are also
available for the BMW 7 Series and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the 7 Series 5.
Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to
understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating
breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and
reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why
customers like the 7 Series. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the BMW 7 Series and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes
expert reviews and recommendations for the 7 Series featuring deep dives into trim levels and
features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings,
road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and
more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers.
Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating
how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like
you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to
know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our
favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car
that fits your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from
our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the BMW 7 Series. Edmunds has deep data on over 6
million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Photos Select year - New - New. Select a type Sedan Hybrid Mi
xDrive. Other years. Pros Strong engine options, including a plug-in hybrid and a turbo V12
Standard adaptive air suspension delivers a comfortable, controlled ride Exceptional rear
passenger space Abundant standard equipment including safety tech Cons No
standard-wheelbase model available Not the driver-focused benchmark it once was Expensive
options menu What's new No significant changes for Part of the sixth 7 Series generation
introduced for The BMW i offers astonishing power and an elite level of comfort. It neatly
straddles the line between luxury and ultra-luxury with advanced technology and exceptional
cabin comfort. Handling isn't its strongest suit, and its bold new exterior design â€” specifically
the grille â€” might be an acquired taste, but there's no mistaking this for anything other than a
sleek executive interstate missile. There's an astonishing amount of power and acceleration
here. Right when you think you're really hauling, the i has another gear that vaults it into triple
digits with ease. This car is built for the autobahn after all. It's a shame it'll only ever use a
fraction of its power on American highways. The big sedan brakes with similar power and
consistency, arrow-straight and free of drama during panic-stop tests. Gear changes are

seamless, and the steering is nicely weighted at highway speeds and properly assisted in
parking lots. Handling is a mixed bag. It's laser-quick to turn into a corner, but the loads of body
roll amazingly never seem to affect the car's stability. It feels floppy but holds its line. It's a big
car with a big cabin that's nearly impervious to any sound or feeling that would indicate there's
a world outside the windows. You'd need to drive over an open manhole to feel something
resembling a sharp impact. The adaptive suspension possesses a nearly impeccable ability to
absorb and separate the regular road rash of daily life from the passengers. The seats are
exceptionally comfortable, with loads of adjustability and quick heating and cooling, although
our rear passengers weren't as impressed with the massage function. This experience is
world-class luxury cruising all day. The wide door openings, low side sills and massive rear
legroom make entering and exiting the 7 Series as easy as moving from the living room sofa. A
broad range of seat adjustments and a power-telescoping steering wheel help dial in a
comfortable driving position that allows a commanding forward view. The bulky rear pillars
restrict the view out the back, although there's enough side glass to inform safe lane changes.
The excellent backup camera also takes the edge off. The 7 Series is listed as a five-passenger
sedan, but its middle seat isn't really suited to adults. It's useful in a pinch but don't count on it,
especially for an adult. Control buttons, switches and knobs are still among the best and most
intuitive in the business. This new 7 Series received subtle upgrades from the former model, but
its tech and driver assistance features represent its largest leap. The latest voice assistant,
summoned by a "Hey, BMW" wake-up phrase, can set navigation points and control cabin
temps in a conversational style. And the new gauge cluster boasts sharp graphics and
customizable data screens, such as inset navigation display, freeing up the center console
display for other duties. The semi-automated driving features are a boon for commuters,
although lane keeping assist makes pretty aggressive steering corrections even when you are
paying attention. With But the storage space is more deep than wide, the side panels intrude
and the floor isn't flat. You'll find it's better suited to stowing items lengthwise. Still, the opening
is wide, so you won't have much trouble getting luggage into the trunk. There's plenty of room
inside the cabin for personal items, although your drinks will be limited to a pair of cupholders
front and rear. Child seat attachments aren't the easiest to access. They're hidden behind
zippered flaps, and you'll need to fish your child seat anchors around to locate the attachment
points. Rated by the EPA at 20 mpg combined, our test car came in at It did a little better on our
mile mixed-driving evaluation loop, returning Dipping into the car's prodigious power will
deliver fuel economy not far above single digits. But it's not a stretch either. It has astonishing
power, excellent build quality, exceptional big-car cruising comfort, and a corporate lineage
with Rolls-Royce Rolls is part of the BMW Group that makes this statement not without some
accuracy. This new 7 Series is maybe one of the best values around since it straddles the line
between luxe and uber-luxe comfort and convenience. The warranty coverage is fairly standard,
but the ownership experience is commensurate with the price tag, with BMW offering hour
roadside assistance for four years with unlimited mileage. In the past decade, the 7 Series has
increasingly moved away from its roots as a big performance sedan to something more like an
executive cruise missile. That's fine with us since there are plenty of smaller sedans that pack a
satisfying blend of performance and luxury BMW's own 5 Series, for example. So while the 7
Series lacks razor-sharp handling and firm body control, it's still a stunningly fun car to drive
simply by dipping into its gas pedal on a wide-open road. Its styling â€” that larger kidney grille
design is downright comical â€” is a tad too bold and aggressive for our tastes, but we're sure
many will like it. There's no doubt that it will not be mistaken for anything other than a BMW.
The 7 Series is available in a variety of trims and configurations. While the base i and its
turbocharged inline-six offer good performance and lots of features, we think it's worth stepping
up to the V8-powered i xDrive for the additional performance and standard all-wheel drive.
Standard feature highlights for both models include: Adaptive air suspension LED headlights
speaker Harman Kardon audio system Digital instrument cluster It has everything on the i plus:
Head-up display Premium leather upholstery Mi xDrive The Mi xDrive is the range-topping
model. The Mi xDrive is loaded with features, including: inch wheels with performance tires
Faux suede headliner Laminated glass for a quieter interior Massaging, heated and ventilated
front seats Power-adjustable heated rear seats Optional Packages The 7 Series is available with
a number of option packages that bundle additional features together. Autobahn package
Rear-wheel steering for better handling and a tighter turning circle Upgraded adaptive
suspension that preemptively adjust to match road conditions Driving Assistance Professional
package Adaptive cruise control with enhanced highway driving aids Improved lane-keeping
assist system Luxury Rear Seating package Power-adjustable ventilated rear seats Massaging
rear seats Rear-mounted tablet for control media and more. Read more. Find savings on the 7
Series for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all 7 Series lease offers. Sponsored cars

related to the 7 Series. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, The best. Side Collision
Prevention Applies automatic steering input to guide the car away from potential side impacts.
Daytime Pedestrian Protection Warns the driver and can automatically apply the brakes if a
pedestrian suddenly appears in front of the car. BMW 7 Series vs. People who viewed this also
viewed 5 average Rating out of 2 reviews. The Edmunds experts tested the 7 Series both on the
road and at the track, giving it a 8. You probably care about BMW 7 Series fuel economy, so it's
important to know that the 7 Series gets an EPA-estimated 19 mpg to 23 mpg, depending on the
configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your
new car, keep in mind that carrying capacity for the 7 Series ranges from And then there's
safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the BMW 7 Series is reliable, read
Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to
live with the 7 Series. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be
sure to compare the 7 Series's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a
lot to consider if you're wondering whether the BMW 7 Series is a good car. Edmunds' expert
testing team reviewed the 7 Series and gave it a 8. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity
and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the 7 Series is a good car
for you. If you're interested in the BMW 7 Series, the next question is, which 7 Series model is
right for you? What do people think of the BMW 7 Series? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds
experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the BMW 7 Series and all
model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Which BMW 7 Serieses are available in my
area? Can't find a new BMW 7 Seriess you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why
trust Edmunds? Check out BMW lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the 7
Series drive? How comfortable is the 7 Series? How economical is the 7 Series? Is the 7 Series
a good value? The information you provide to Black Book, excluding your credit score, will be
shared with BMW and a BMW dealership for the purpose of improving your car buying
experience. To find a BMW Center, try a new search or visit one of the locations by expanding
the list results below. A luxurious sedan with a bold design â€” created to showcase elegant
details, precise lines, and a dramatic exterior. The 7 pushes the limits of compelling design into
new territory. With their slim silhouette and seamless light band, the 7 Series Sedan's taillights
are a perfect period for a bold design statement. It gets smarter with every interaction â€”
making your drive perfect before you even ask. For those who won't take the back seat in life,
this technologically advanced sedan offers an incredible driver-oriented cockpit â€” including a
Digital Instrument Cluster showing music, directions, and more on a display that changes
themes along with your drive mode. This luxury sedan uses the latest driving assistance
technology â€” including Back-up Assistant, exclusively from BMW. Manual or automatic
triggers can start recording for up to 40 seconds, and the footage is saved to review at a later
time. Set the mood for your evening. The available Panoramic Sky Lounge is the perfect
complement to the Ambient Lighting, which creates a captivating experience for you and your
passengers. Relax in style with a suite of deluxe options, including rear heated armrests,
massaging seats, and the Rear-Seat Entertainment system. Everything you see or touch in the
BMW 7 Series is designed to impress, from the luxurious leather upholstery to the bespoke
customization of BMW Individual. Your individuality reflects your taste, your dreams, and your
ideas. BMW Individual is the canvas for your expression. The BMW you've always wanted is
waiting for you. Choose colors, add optional features and packages, and order today. Cancel
Ok. Popular Searches:. Choose your local BMW Center. My BMW. M Models. M8 Coupe. M8
Convertible. M8 Gran Coupe. Mi Coupe Mi xDrive Coupe. Mi Convertible Mi xDrive Convertible.
Mi xDrive Gran Coupe. Mi Sedan Mi xDrive Sedan. Mi xDrive Coupe. Mi Convertible. Mi xDrive
Sedan. Mi xDrive Convertible. Z4 M40i. X2 M35i. X3 M40i. X4 M40i. X5 M50i. X6 M50i. X7 M50i.
Sports Activity Vehicles. Additional M Models. BMW i. Other Electrified Models Learn More.
Explore Local Inventory. ZIP Code. Shopping Tools. BMW Owners. Get to know your BMW.
Caring for your BMW. Search Start new search Back to results. Filter BMW Center results by.
Enter a valid ZIP Code. Enter a valid dealer. Map View. See List Results. No results found within
miles. Closest to you:. No local results found. A new primary dealer has been selected. The 7
Overview. Build Your Own. Shop Inventory. Test Drive. Core Models. Imbued with legendary
performance and the defining elements of luxury, these 7 Series models earned their
prestigious place as flagship sedans for BMW. The sleek Mi xDrive conceals a powerful V
engine. Experience hand-finished master craftsmanship from the tuned V-8 engine to the
stitching on the leather seats. Daring Design. Advanced Technology. Innovation is at the heart
of what moves you. Live Cockpit Professional For those who won't take the back seat in life,
this technologically adva
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nced sedan offers an incredible driver-oriented cockpit â€” including a Digital Instrument
Cluster showing music, directions, and more on a display that changes themes along with your
drive mode. Luxurious Comfort. In the 7 Series Sedan, everything is first class. Enjoy every
refinement, every detail, every moment â€” exactly as you want. Experience the 7 Series Sedan.
Discover the allure of the most desirable luxury sedan. Reserve your test drive in the BMW 7
Series Sedan today, and experience the ultimate evolution of luxury. Start Shopping. Images
may depict optional equipment. BMW Individual Your individuality reflects your taste, your
dreams, and your ideas. Learn More. What is the seating capacity of a BMW 7 Series? This
system allows you to navigate any road year-round with complete confidence. What is the curb
weight of the 7 Series? How much trunk space is available in the BMW 7 Series? Statistics
Summary. EPA Classification. Large sedan. Fuel Economy. See Full Specifications.

